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OBJECTIVES

• Share with you our ambition and the journey we are on for Severn Trent Developer 
Services 

• Update on Water Adoption codes 
• Show how the  infra discount scheme is progressing
• Give you the opportunity to feedback on our charges
• Timeline and progress for a new customer satisfaction measure (DMEX)
• Talk about how to engage more effectively with the HBF group
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INFRASTRUCTURE DISCOUNT 
SCHEME UPDATE

17/18
18/19 to 

date

£ms £ms

Total discount given 3.6 6.2
Discount applied at 

application 2.0 5.4
Discount applied after 

application 1.6 0.8

What is the scheme
Starting in April 2017 offered the chance for developers to get a discount on infra 
charges for water & waste as a result of building water efficient homes.
The scheme changed earlier this year enabling people apply for the discount at the 
application stage 

What successes have we see
o Over £9.6m discounts applied
o Scheme is gaining traction after a slow response rate
o It has cleared historical infra debt 
o Reduced connection costs by circa £700 per plot

Current challenges

o It has uncovered historical issues with how applications are logged
o Money has often cleared deferred infra debt rather than returned cash
o Not everyone is applying

Opportunities
o Ensure you have applied for anything historical
o Ensure your teams are ticking the requirement on the application
o Clear any historic deferred infra charges
o When we make apply online available we can introduce better control over 

applications by company names
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CHARGES
In February 2018 we published our charges for 2018/2019 in accordance with the new Ofwat rules, we designed 
our charges following a programme of consultation with our customers and trade bodies -

The headlines for the charges we implemented earlier this year are:

o Mains requisition work is charged on a standard ‘per plot’ basis which enables developers to easily predict scheme costs.
o Where a standard charge is not appropriate or cost reflective we either use a bespoke charge or have an additional rate – for 

example barrier pipe has an additional charge per plot which was implemented as a result of consultation outputs from attendi ng 
the HBF Technical Forum in November 2017.

o The level of income offset is set at 91% for all requisition schemes.
o All charges are published in our Charging Arrangement document which is thorough and transparent.

Our charging approach sees no notable changes in 2019/2020 as we look to embed the changes from 2018/2019 
but we would like to understand feedback from our customers and trade bodies.

We would like to extend an open invitation to meet with us and discuss our charges face-to-face but we would also 
like to understand if there is any feedback or questions that you have today.





DEVELOPING THE MEASURE

• Ofwat are testing the measure – working groups established and pilots undertaken
• Developing and testing customer surveys
• Defining the precise metrics for the quantitative measure of service
• Considering whether different approaches are needed for different types of DS customers
• Considering how to take account of company specific factors 
• Designing and undertaking the pilots   
• Adapting D-MeX based on results of pilot findings
• Ensuring meets Ofwat principles

Ofwat
Developer Services 

Customers Water Companies Water UK

Ofwat are testing the measure using a collaborative approach ready for 1st April 2020
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D-MEX PILOTS
The Ofwat pilot surveys have brought out some common themes

 Initial surveys have highlighted speed being the most common theme:

Speed of response - time to complete - responsiveness to work programmes

 Secondary themes were:
• Good communication - keeping customers up to date
• Pricing and value for money
• Right first time - accuracy of plans/drawings/quotations/information
• An account manager or direct point of contact for larger developers
• Sticking to deadlines
• Ease of contact/doing business/obtaining information
• Knowledgeable staff
• Clarity of processes
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SUMMARY

• Thank you giving us the time to share 

• We would welcome any feedback on how to build the relationship with the 

HBF moving forward

• We are happy to come and see any of you to discuss any issues further with 

you

• We will issue the pack with our contact details 

Thank you 
for listening 




